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Etere Releases 34.2 with an Integrated Profanity Check

Etere takes the next step forward in innovation with an integrated 
profanity check released in version 34.2. The new feature is designed to 
seamlessly integrate in any workflow, marking a significant 
advancement in automation and quality assurance. This is a free 
upgrade for all Etere customers on a support contract. 

As part of the Etere 34.2 upgrade, Etere releases an integrated profanity check 
that offers automatic and manual scans across the entire media library, including 
subtitles. Once a profanity is detected, operators can remove it manually or 
automatically based on pre-defined parameters. Moreover, it checks content in 
numerous languages simultaneously, providing unparalleled convenience in 
guaranteeing adherence to broadcasting regulations, regardless of the size or 
language of your media library. 

At Etere, we understand that staying ahead means continuous improvement. Our 
after-sales service sets the gold standard in the industry, featuring 24/7 global 
support and complimentary software upgrades and updates. 

Discover how the Etere Ecosystem can help you achieve better efficiency across 
your end-to-end media workflow. Contact us for a personalized consultation with 
our product specialists! 
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About Etere

Since its beginnings in 1987, Etere has been preparing users for the 
future. Etere is a worldwide provider of broadcast and media 
software solutions backed by its mark of excellence in system design, 
flexibility, and reliability. The revolutionary concept of the Etere 
Ecosystem promotes real-time collaborations and enhances 
operational efficiency across the enterprise. Etere Ecosystem 
software solutions manage the end-to-end media workflow and 
feature an integrative Web and Windows customizable architecture to 
fit perfectly in any system. 

Etere delivers on its service excellence commitment with 24/7 
worldwide support and inclusive software updates. Etere digital 
technologies and market-proven remote/on-site services, such as 
consultancy, training, installation, and demonstrations, are ready to 
run with your business no matter where you are. Etere enhances 
your adaptability for the future and empowers you with the most 
innovative software tools to drive your business to greater heights. 

To find a media management strategy that works for your business, 
visit www.etere.com
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